
Teacher’s Resource Centre at a glance

Tests 

Diagnostic test: The diagnostic test helps you assess your students’ level and their 
grasp of the skills and language covered the previous year. The results will enable you 
to identify areas that need further consolidation at the beginning of the academic year.

Progress tests: To be used at the end of each unit 1–8 to assess your students’ progress 
on grammar, vocabulary and skills. The tests are available at two levels (Standard and 
Higher) to cater for every ability.

End-of-term tests (Units 1–3, 4–6 and 7–8): To be used at the end of each term, these 
tests assess your students’ progress by reviewing the contents from several units (1–3, 
4–6 and 7–8). They test grammar, vocabulary and skills, and are available at two levels 
(Standard and Higher) to cater for every ability.

End-of-year test: To be used at the end of the school year, this test helps you assess 
your students’ progress in grammar, vocabulary and skills at this level. The test is 
available at two levels (Standard and Higher) to cater for every ability.

Competence tests: These test the Catalan competences. They are available for Units 
1–8, at the end of each term and at the end of the school year.

Grammar reference and practice: The Grammar reference and practice pages from the Workbook, 
in English, Castilian and Catalan.

Wordlists: The Wordlists contain key vocabulary from each unit. These include target and recycle 
vocabulary sets as well as the Word work vocabulary from the Student’s Book Reading texts. 
Phonetic transcriptions have been provided to support pronunciation.

Irregular verbs: The Student’s Book list of useful irregular verbs at this level.

Evaluation rubrics: Rubrics which allow evaluation of the productive tasks in each unit: Speaking, 
Writing and the Project.

Worksheets 
Every ability 

Other

Grammar: Further practice of the Student’s Book grammar from Starter Unit to Unit 8 at three levels 
(Basics, Standard and Higher).

Communication games: The Communication games provide you with resources for your students to 
practise grammar through games and communication activities.

Vocabulary: Further practice of the Student’s Book vocabulary sets from Starter Unit to Unit 8 at 
three levels (Basics, Standard and Higher).

Listening: Additional practice of the Student’s Book listening genres and associated subskills.

The longer read: Reading texts and exercises expanding on the Student’s Book reading topics and 
offering: practice of reading longer texts; further exposure to the reading subskills; more vocabulary in 
context and an extra level of challenge.

CLIL and Culture: Four CLIL and four Culture worksheets providing you with resources to teach content 
through language, and showing real-life habits, traditions and realities in different parts of the world. 

Accessible reading: Worksheets displaying each unit’s main reading text from the Student’s Book in 
an alternative, more accessible format. The texts and their accompanying visuals are set in a reader-
friendly design to make the reading lesson more inclusive for all student.

Translation and Dictation: Sentences for translation using grammar and vocabulary from the unit, 
and similar sentences recorded for in-class dictation activities.

Basics Reading and Writing: Worksheets helping to consolidate students’ reading and writing skills.

Student’s Book and Workbook answer keys

Videos and videoscripts:
•  Vocabulary videos ranging from vlogs and tutorials to original documentary clips present the topic and

target language in an engaging format designed to pique teens’ interest.
•  Real-world speaking videos with situational dialogues feature teens using functional language in real-

life scenarios, and presenting key language in context with the aim of helping students with their own
speaking.

•  Project videos model project outcomes in a variety of contexts to frame students’ own responses.

Student’s Book and Workbook audio and audioscripts
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